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A relative assessment of implicit biases is limited because it produces a combined summary evaluation of two attitudinal beliefs while concealing the biases driving this evaluation. Similar limitations occur for relative explicit measures. Here, we will discuss the benefits and weaknesses of using relative versus absolute (individual/separate) assessments of implicit and explicit attitudes. The Implicit Association Test (IAT) will be the focal implicit measure discussed, and we will present a new perspective challenging the evidence that the IAT can only be utilized to measure relative, not absolute, implicit attitudes. Modeling techniques (i.e., Quad models) that can determine the separate biases behind the relative summary evaluation will also be considered. Accurately utilizing absolute implicit bias scores will enable academia and industry to answer more complex research questions. For implicit social cognition to maintain and expand its usefulness, we encourage researchers to further test and refine the measurement of absolute implicit biases.
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For attitude researchers, the mid to late 1990s ushered in fresh perspectives for describing automatic or implicit processes (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995). Crucially,
two new tools to measure these complex processes were developed—evaluative priming (Fazio, Jackson, Dunton, & Williams, 1995) and the Implicit Association Test (IAT; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998)—and these tools accelerated research into implicit cognition, with the area being described a decade ago as “one of the liveliest and most active research areas in social psychology” (Payne & Gawronski, 2010, p. 9). The IAT has undoubtedly become the most popular measure (Nosek, Hawkins, & Frazier, 2011), having four times more citations than evaluative priming, according to Google Scholar. For example, in June 2019, the initial IAT publication (year 1998) had 12,664 citations, while the evaluative priming publication (year 1995) had 3,152 citations. The academic popularity of the IAT, combined with prominent media exposure (Bartlett, 2017; Singal, 2017) and public attention through Project Implicit, which is the world’s largest online virtual laboratory aimed at educating the public about implicit bias (implicit.harvard.edu), have resulted in the IAT rightly receiving intense scrutiny (Mitchell & Tetlock, 2017; Oswald, Mitchell, Blanton, Jaccard, & Tetlock, 2015). However, strong criticisms have been met with persuasive rebuttals and fruitful future pursuits (see Gawronski, 2019; Jost, 2019).

Despite contributing important advancements in academia (e.g., clinical psychology, political science, and law; see Gawronski, Galdi, & Arcuri, 2015; Kang & Lane, 2010; Teachman, Clerkin, Cunningham, Dreyer-Oren, & Wernitz, 2019) and industry (e.g., diversity training and marketing; see Bezrukova, Spell, Perry, & Jehn, 2016; Dimofte, 2010), we argue that the IAT, and implicit measures in general, will become less relevant and useful due to the need to tackle more complex research questions. This stagnation will be the result of over-dependence on and the ease of using relative assessments of implicit biases, with their (current) superior psychometric properties (i.e., reliability and validity; Bar-Anan & Nosek, 2014).

Implicit processes, implicit attitudes, and implicit biases are used synonymously throughout this article. We define these terms as automatic evaluations that do not require an individual to deliberate or introspect on their feelings. We have refrained from using the term unconscious when referring to implicit attitudes, due to the validity challenges of implicit measures detecting this construct (Hahn & Gawronski, 2019; Hahn, Judd, Hirsh, & Blair, 2014). Moreover, De Houwer (2019) proposed that implicit biases would benefit from being viewed as something that an individual does (implicitly biased behavior) rather than something that an individual possesses (a proxy for uncontrollable hidden/unconscious mental biases). In general, we are supportive of this reframing (see also De Houwer, Gawronski, & Barnes-Holmes, 2013). We define explicit attitudes as reflective evaluations that can involve deliberation or introspection.

Overall, this article will focus on the advantages as well as the various challenges/pitfalls that the measurement of absolute attitudes, particularly absolute implicit attitudes, can have for researchers. Crucially, when we use the term absolute attitudes, we are not referring to something that is “true” or invariant across contexts or measures (see Gschwendner, Hofmann, & Schmitt, 2008; Schwarz,
2007; Stewart, Brown, & Chater, 2005; McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998, but rather we are simply referring to an evaluation towards only one attitude object (e.g., Black people, a person called Bob, flowers). A “relative” attitude refers to an evaluation that involves contrasting one attitude object (i.e., Black people) with another (i.e., White people).

First, to orient the reader, we provide evidence showing the advantages that relative explicit measures have over absolute explicit measures. Second, we emphasize the crucial reasons why researchers would find value in absolute implicit measurement. Third, we describe a new method of decomposing the relative IAT scores. Next, we describe current modeling techniques used to determine absolute biases using IAT data, after which we provide evidence showing how extraneous factors can impact absolute implicit measurement. Finally, we use the ideas from the previous sections to emphasize where absolute implicit measurement would be particularly suited (i.e., between subject assessments).

EXPLICIT ATTITUDES: RELATIVE MEASURES OUTPERFORM ABSOLUTE MEASURES

A 7-point Likert scale (Likert, 1932) is often used to measure relative explicit attitudes (e.g., 1 = I strongly prefer White people to Black people, 4 = I like Black people and White people equally, 7 = I strongly prefer Black people to White people). Relative scales essentially give each respondent an anchor on which to base their judgments through the use of “to” in the previous examples (Goffin, Jelley, Powell, & Johnston, 2009; Wagner & Goffin, 1997). No anchors or comparisons are present when an absolute explicit measure is used (Taylor & Parker, 1964), such as when a feeling thermometer is used to gauge participants’ attitudes towards an individual attitude object (e.g., Please rate how warm or cold you feel towards Black people: 0 = coldest feelings, 5 = neutral, 10 = warmest feelings). A similar feeling thermometer could also be used to estimate absolute biases towards White people.

Although the Black and White people feeling thermometers are meant to be used to measure separate biases, placing them next to each other on the questionnaire likely results in respondents using both absolute explicit measures when making their judgment, essentially resulting in a relative judgment (Schwarz, 1999). Further, a relative scale can be created using these absolute scales by calculating the difference between the two. To clarify, two White individuals may explicitly have no bias or preference in favor of White people over Black people. On the feeling thermometer, White person A could choose 5 for Black people and 5 for White people, while White person B could choose 10 for Black people and 10 for White people. Relatively, both these participants are expressing similar biases (neutral), but absolutely these responses are, of course, very different (A = neutral, B = positive). This example illustrates that compared to relative explicit scales, absolute explicit scales have increased measurement error between participants, which can result in reduced validity of absolute explicit scales (for a full discussion of this point, see Olson, Goffin, & Haynes, 2007; Seligman, Swedish, Rose, & Baker, 2018).
To empirically illustrate the reduced variance that absolute explicit measures can explain, we analyzed explicit racial attitudes using the 2018 Race Project Implicit data (Xu, Nosek, & Greenwald, 2014). We correlated the relative Likert scale and the two feeling thermometers described above with the 6-item Bayesian Racism Scale (BRS; Uhlmann, Brescoll, & Machery, 2010), and the strength of the correlation acted as the criterion variable. The BRS measures beliefs related to the appropriateness of discriminating against individuals based on stereotypes about their racial group, with higher scores indicating more Bayesian racist views. We hypothesized that those with more negative biases towards Black people will show higher Bayesian racism and that higher correlation coefficients will be shown for the relative rather than either of the two absolute explicit measures.

White participants who responded to all the questions were included in the analysis. A Fisher’s *r*-to-*z* transformation was used and showed that the Black (*r* = -.22) and White (*r* = .03) people feeling thermometers showed significantly weaker associations with the BRS compared to the relative explicit Likert scale question (*r* = .33, *zs* > 7.82, *df* = 8422, *ps* < .001). Therefore, the higher correlation coefficient implies that the relative explicit measure has higher validity than the absolute explicit scales. Similar findings were shown when explicit scales related to Bayesian racism were used (e.g., Modern Racism Scale). All data are available at https://osf.io/2gxn6/. Importantly, the absolute scores are still offering value by showing that feelings towards Blacks rather than Whites are more strongly related to the Bayesian racism scores.

There are various reasons why absolute explicit measures will show reduced reliability and validity compared to relative explicit measures. One reason is due to classical test theory, where a measure that incorporates two referents (i.e., Black people and White people) will be more reliable than a measure that only uses one referent (i.e., Black people; Crocker & Algina, 1986; see also Payne, Bettman, & Schkade, 1999). Another reason is due to the possibility that each respondent will use a different reference point, contrast category, or anchor on which to base their absolute response (see Olson et al., 2007; Seligman et al., 2018). A final reason is that most judgments in life are relative (Farducci, 1968; Stewart, Chater, & Brown, 2006; Suls, Martin, & Wheeler, 2002). According to social comparison theory (Festinger, 1954), relative/comparative judgments of social stimuli across various dimensions is a natural and continuous process engaged in by humans (e.g., Kruglanski & Mayseless, 1990). Further, people are generally good at discriminating between stimuli, but less capable of identifying or estimating the magnitude of a stimulus (see Stewart et al., 2005). Social cognitive and evolutionary perspectives have been proposed to explain why humans spontaneously engage in judgments using comparative rather than absolute assessments (see Goffin & Olson, 2011).

From a socio-cognitive perspective, there is value in having accurate assessments of one’s attributes, and continuously comparing the self to other similar and dissimilar individuals can function as a method of self-enhancement and self-improvement (e.g., Buunk & Gibbons, 2007; Roese & Olson, 2007). Likewise, from an evolutionary perspective, prioritizing comparative over absolute judgments is
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crucial for navigating complex social problems, such as mate choice (choosing the “best” partner), social status (figuring out your place in a social hierarchy), self-protection (fighting or retreating from an aggressive competitor), and relationship maintenance (sticking with your current partner or finding someone better; Goffin & Olson, 2011; Kenrick et al., 2002).

Despite humans’ spontaneous, effortless, and unintentional engagement in relative comparisons (Gilbert, Giesler, & Morris, 1995), absolute explicit items/measures are far more common than relative measurements in research (Goffin & Olson, 2011). This observation is likely due to the enhanced understanding that absolute items offer the researcher and the respondents (i.e., bias estimates towards the attitude object is not influenced by the anchor, and differential knowledge or exposure to the contrasting category will impact responses). However, in accordance with the correlational findings above, there is strong evidence across various disciplines in psychology (i.e., organizational, social, and personality) that relative explicit measures outperform absolute explicit measures regarding criterion-related validity (see Goffin et al., 2009; Goffin & Olson, 2011; Olson et al., 2007). Therefore, on the explicit level, it appears that relative measures are superior to absolute measures when predicting behaviors or outcomes, but regardless, absolute explicit measures are more common due to the enhanced specificity they offer researchers (i.e., Is an attitude negative, neutral, or positive towards an attitude object?—this absolute evaluation cannot be determined with a relative explicit measure).

To clarify, on the 7-point relative Likert scale (recoded to -3 to +3) and a relative score created using the race feeling thermometers, a mean score of 0.29 (SD = 0.78, neutral = 0) and 0.22 (SD = 1.61, neutral = 0) were shown, respectively. Both scores indicate a significant pro-White/anti-Black bias, but with a small effect size, ts(>348,627) > 80.78, ps < .001, d = 0.14 – 0.39. We cannot decompose/unpack the relative Likert scale, but we can get absolute estimates using the feeling thermometers. These absolute scores indicate that the White participants have a significantly positive bias towards both Black people (M = 7.06, SD = 1.93, neutral = 5.5, t(351,908) = 477.71, p < .001, d = 0.80) and White people (M = 7.28, SD = 1.93, t(351,908) = 545.38, p < .001, d = 0.93), but their pro-White preferences were stronger. Likewise, Black participants show positive absolute biases towards both groups (Black people: M = 8.50, SD = 1.82, t(58,446) = 400.07, p < .001, d = 1.65; White people: M = 6.44, SD = 2.31, t(58,362) = 94.44, p < .001, d = 0.40), but they expressed more exaggerated preferences in favor of their own group and less positivity towards their outgroup than White respondents, which others have previously documented (Howell, Gaither, & Ratliff, 2015; Nosek et al., 2007). As this example illustrates and where we will further elaborate below, absolute estimates clearly offer great value to researchers who appreciate specificity.
IMPLICIT ATTITUDES: RELATIVE VERSUS ABSOLUTE ASSESSMENT

Various absolute and relative implicit measures have been developed to assess implicit attitudes (for a review, see Gawronski & De Houwer, 2014). In contrast to the predominant use of absolute measures in assessing explicit attitudes (Goffin & Olson, 2011), relative measurement techniques are far more popular in assessing implicit attitudes (see Nosek et al., 2011). This popularity is primarily driven by the wide use of the IAT and the superior validity and reliability it has over other relative and absolute implicit measures (Bar-Anan & Nosek, 2014). The IAT is normally classified as a relative implicit measure mainly due to its structural design, as it assesses the associations between two categories and two valenced attributes in each critical block.

Take the Race IAT as an example. It consists of two critical blocks: in one block, the labels “White people” and “Good” share the same response key, and “Black people” and “Bad” share another response key (the congruent block for White participants). A trial involves a stimulus appearing at the center of the screen that corresponds to one of the four labels, and the correct response must be made before moving onto the next trial. In the other critical block, the instruction is reversed, and the labels “White people” and “Bad” share the same response key, and “Black people” and “Good” share the same response key (incongruent block for White participants). Standard IAT scores are calculated by subtracting the average reaction times in the “congruent” block from the average reaction times in the “incongruent” block, with higher scores indicating a pro-White/anti-Black implicit bias. In this calculation, the IAT score is inherently relative because the average reaction times to both the White people and the Black people are included in each critical block (see Greenwald, Nosek, & Banaji, 2003, for further details about the IAT D-score).

Although the benefits of relative measurement of implicit attitudes are likely similar to those of relative measurement of explicit attitudes, there are four primary reasons why we would want to break relative implicit (and explicit) attitudes into their component processes (i.e., evaluation of each attitude object separately or absolute attitudes):

1. From a conceptual perspective, intergroup relations (i.e., Black people versus White people) are impacted by the dynamics between the separate evaluations of each group. For example, strongly positive evaluations towards White people and neutral evaluations towards Black people would manifest as pro-White/anti-Black biases on a relative measure, as would neutral evaluations towards White people and strongly negative evaluations towards Black people. These two forms of intergroup bias are clearly conceptually different, but relative scoring methods cannot distinguish between them. Therefore, separating attitudes into their component evaluations could help confirm theories related to intergroup bias, which posit the primacy of positive ingroup evaluations (i.e., ingroup favoritism) over negative outgroup evaluations (i.e., outgroup derogation) (e.g., Greenwald & Pettigrew, 2014, cf., Riek, Mania, & Gaertner, 2006).

2. Another crucial reason to decompose relative implicit scores is because they cannot be used to determine why an intervention that aims to increase or reduce
implicit biases has their effect (see Lai et al., 2016). For example, if an intervention/diversity training was effective at reducing White participants’ pro-White/anti-Black IAT D-scores, the observed change could reflect a reduction of ingroup favoritism (pro-White), a reduction of outgroup derogation (anti-Black), or a combinatorial effect. Only by using absolute assessments can we uncover why an intervention was effective in the first place. This enhanced understanding will enable researchers to refine their interventions, by detecting biases that are most malleable or by targeting the specific bias that is primarily maintaining a negative evaluation (cf. Gladwin et al., 2015)

(3) Research on the shifting standard of stereotypes model (Biernat, 2003; Biernat, Manis, & Nelson, 1991) indicates that when subjective judgments are used, contrast (or null) effects to the stereotype are more probable (i.e., participants predict that White and Black applicants will perform similarly on an academic test when the response options ranged from “very poorly” to “very well”). However, when more objective judgments are used, assimilation to the stereotype is more probable (i.e., predicting higher scores for White than Black applicants when numerical scores are used; see Biernat, Collins, Katzarska-Miller, & Thompson, 2009; Biernat & Kobrynowicz, 1997).

“The shifting standard model assumes that, initially, there is an automatic, perceptual-level assimilative effect in terms of the mental representation of the targets; that is, consistent with the stereotype” (Biernat & Manis, 2007, p. 77). We would argue that since implicit measures are measuring objective behavior (i.e., reaction time differences), rather than subjective judgments (i.e., preferences towards White versus Black people), the IAT is more likely detecting assimilative effects, while contrast (or null) effects will be more likely on explicit scales (see Axt, Ebersole, & Nosek, 2016). Moreover, contrast effects may be particularly pronounced for subjective absolute explicit estimates, while we believe that absolute implicit estimates will better align with stereotyping biases due to assimilative effects. See Mussweiler and Strack (2000) for related discussions on how selective accessibility, when using objective measures, can lead to assimilation effects, while a reference point/contrast category is crucial for contrast effects to occur when using subjective measures. Consequently, further research related to these points could be fruitful.

(4) Overcoming socially desirable responding has been a key reason for the popularity of implicit measures (Greenwald, Poehlman, Uhlmann, & Banaji, 2009). Although both relative and absolute explicit measures are susceptible to impression management, we suspect that absolute explicit measures will be even more impacted by this phenomenon. This susceptibility is because most participants can rationalize their relative preference as being primarily driven by an ingroup preference, while respondents are likely conscious of the negative ramifications of openly expressing strong negative biases towards groups. As the race evaluations in the previous section indicate, participants generally respond with a proingroup/anti-outgroup relative explicit preference. But interestingly, negative absolute biases towards outgroups were not detected. Of course, these results are entirely possible and could be accurate attitudinal estimates, but through using
absolute implicit measures, we can test whether these absolute implicit scores diverge or converge with absolute explicit scores.

Still to be published results using the decomposed absolute IAT scoring technique, described in the next section, show that Black respondents’ absolute explicit and implicit bias estimates converge (both pro-White and pro-Black biases). In contrast, white participants scores diverge, such that explicitly they show pro-White and pro-Black preferences, but implicitly pro-White and anti-Black biases are shown (O’Shea, 2020a). Future research will need to determine why this divergence occurred. As already mentioned, social desirability concerns are an obvious contender, as well as the previous point related to contrast versus assimilation effects. Still, these findings may simply be a methodological artifact of the IAT, impacted by salience-asymmetries or recoding processes (see Meissner, Grigutsch, Koranyi, Müller, & Rothermund, 2019; Meissner & Rothermund, 2015b; Rothermund & Wentura, 2004). Yet regardless, these findings warrant further investigation, particularly due to the clear oppression Black people in the United States and across the globe are still experiencing, leading to the rise of the Black Lives Matter movement (https://blacklivesmatter.com/about/).

DECOMPOSING THE RELATIVE IAT SCORES:
ABSOLUTE IAT SCORES (DD-SCORES)

Unlike relative explicit scales, such as the Likert scale described above, the IAT can measure separate, absolute attitudes towards White and Black people. For example, a participant’s absolute bias towards White people can be calculated by averaging the correct reaction time responses to “White people” and “Good,” doing the same for “White people” and “Bad,” and calculating the difference between these two scores. A similar calculation can also be performed for the Black people sorting task. Further, another calculation can be performed on error trials across the congruent and incongruent blocks to test for convergent validity (i.e., calculating the relative difference between the number of errors on the “White people – Good” trials to “White people – Bad” trials). For full details describing and validating this method of decomposing the relative IAT D-scores, see O’Shea, Glenn, Millner, Teachman, and Nock (2020). They call this method the decomposed D-scores or DD-scores for short.

As the previous calculations illustrate, absolute scores created using implicit measures involve a relative comparison (“White people – Good” versus “White people—Bad”). Indeed, even implicit measures specifically designed to measure absolute evaluations, such as the Go/No-go Association Test (GNAT; Nosek & Banaji, 2001) and the Single Category/Target IAT (Bluemke & Friese, 2008; Karpinski & Steinman, 2006), relatively compare reaction times or error rates when an attitude object is associated with positively versus negatively valanced words. Similarly, absolute scores using evaluative priming (Fazio, Jackson, Dunton, & Williams, 1995; i.e., an image appearing prior to classifying a word as positive or negative can facilitate or hinder accurate and quick responses) can be calculated by relatively comparing classifying responses to the target attitude object prime
(e.g., Black or White people) with neutral primes (e.g., furniture). However, finding universally neutral primes is challenging, similar to finding an appropriate contrasting category (Penke, Eichstaedt, & Asendorpf, 2006). Regardless, we feel the benefits of accurately estimating absolute implicit biases will outweigh the costs of tackling these complicated issues. We would recommend that researchers always use a contrasting category, even with absolute implicit measures, where one is not required. This addition enables the assessment of relative attitudes if extraneous influences (e.g., faster responses to positive than to negative stimuli; Kuperman, Estes, Brysbaert, & Warriner, 2014; O’Shea, Watson, & Brown, 2016) impact the absolute implicit estimates.

Researchers have previously performed absolute bias calculations using IAT data (e.g., de Jong, Pasman, Kindt, & van den Hout, 2001; Gemar, Segal, Sagrati, & Kennedy, 2001), but such assessments fell out of use (cf. Gladwin et al., 2015). To understand why the pursuit of absolute IAT scoring research ended, we first must delve into how implicit measures are typically validated. When validating explicit attitudinal measures, they are usually related to other explicit measures or behaviors (Boateng, Neilands, Frongillo, Melgar-Quiñonez, & Young, 2018). To validate an implicit measure, directly testing the relationship it has with another implicit measure is less common, while correlating implicit measures with explicit measures is often used due to the cost-effectiveness (De Houwer, Teige-Mocigemba, Spruyt, & Moors, 2009). This method of validation is preferred, because implicit attitudes are less stable over time (e.g., Enkavi et al., 2019), and they are more susceptible to extraneous influences such as distractions or executive control (Klauer, Schmitz, Teige-Mocigemba, & Voss, 2010).

Consequently, Nosek, Greenwald, and Banaji (2005) tested the effectiveness of the relative and the absolute IAT scores at predicting participants’ corresponding relative and absolute explicit scores. Their criterion variable was the strength of the correlation. They proposed that the absolute scores are only valid if they show stronger correlations for the matched absolute pairs (e.g., the relationship of Black people implicit scores to Black people explicit scores) compared to the relative scores. Nosek and colleagues (2005) showed that the relative IAT scores always outperformed the absolute IAT scores regarding the criterion variable. However, as they indicated in a footnote, when the relative IAT scores were calculated with the same number of trials as the absolute IAT scores, no differences were observed between the criterion variables. Further, the relative explicit question they used was conceptually more similar to the IAT than the absolute feeling thermometers, advantaging the relative scores due to the correspondence principle (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1977; see also Gawronski, 2019, Lesson 2; Irving & Smith, 2020).

In contrast to the observation that relative explicit scores normally outperform absolute explicit scores (see the explicit attitudes section above), it is quite remarkable that the absolute and relative IAT scores are performing comparably (c.f. Hofmann, Gawronski, Gschwendner, Le, & Schmitt, 2005). We would argue this comparability is indicating that the absolute IAT scores are, in fact, detecting meaningful implicit biases towards a single attitude object. Indeed, Bar-Anan and Nosek (2014) showed that the IAT and the Brief IAT (Sriram & Greenwald,
had good convergent validity when the absolute scores were used to detect known groups (e.g., Black respondents, Republican supporters); however, no signs of discriminant validity were shown. More recently, O’Shea and colleagues (2020) showed that the IAT DD-scores essentially performed comparably to the standard D-scores at correctly classifying suicide attempters from non-attempters, even though the DD-scores have half the number of trials.

In the race IAT, if we were to decompose the relative IAT scores and get a separate or absolute bias for Black people, it is normally assumed that the contrasting category (White people) will influence participants responding towards Black people. However, this assumption has never been tested using the IAT. Instead, evidence has shown that the contrasting category can change the relative IAT scores. Perhaps, it is conceivable that the absolute scores are stable, and it is only the alternating comparisons that are impacting the relative scores. For example, Robinson, Meier, Zetocha, and McCaul (2005) performed two IAT experiments, one where smoking was contrasted with non-smoking and another where smoking was contrasted with stealing. In the former condition, stronger pro-non-smoking/anti-smoking biases were shown, while in the latter condition, stronger pro-smoking/anti-stealing biases were observed. Due to the automaticity or fast responses required when using an implicit measure, it is possible that the contrasting category will have less of an impact on absolute implicit measurement than on explicit absolute measurement. Future research would benefit from re-analyzing Robinson and colleagues’ (2005) data and that of other studies like it to determine if the contrasting category significantly influences absolute metrics in the IAT.

Discouragingly, an implicit measure called the Implicit Relational Assessment Procedure (IRAP; Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, Stewart, & Boles, 2010), which was developed to measure absolute implicit biases, indicates that the contrasting category does indeed impact the focal category absolute estimates (Hussey et al., 2016). However, similar to the IAT, when participants are completing the IRAP, they are required to remember two opposing associations (e.g., On this block, please respond as if Black people are positive and White people are negative). Therefore, implicit measures that have only one focal category during a block of trials may show more stable absolute estimates, regardless of the focal categories in the other blocks. For example, see the Multicategory IAT (Axt, Ebersole, & Nosek, 2014), which is a variant of the Brief IAT (Sriram & Greenwald, 2009). Further research should comprehensively test the impact of the contrasting category in both relative and absolute implicit measures.

Researchers have challenged the idea that the relative IAT scores are capable of correctly and accurately detecting those with a neutral, weak, or strong implicit bias due to the arbitrary nature of the calculation (Blanton & Jaccard, 2006; Blanton, Jaccard, Strauts, Mitchell, & Tetlock, 2015). Similar critiques will also apply to absolute scores. However, when the IAT is used in domains that are not socially sensitive, such as political ideology, the relative IAT scores closely correspond to the slope gradient of explicit responses (Greenwald, Nosek, & Sriram, 2006). This evidence indicates that the relative IAT score of zero signifies a neutral or an ambivalent bias between the two categories (i.e., U.S. Republican or Democratic
candidate), while scores that deviate from this zero mark indicate a more positive attitude towards one candidate and/or a negative attitude towards the other. It would be useful to determine if the absolute IAT scores in the political domain match the gradient of absolute explicit political attitudes.

MODELS USED TO ESTIMATE ABSOLUTE IMPLICIT BIASES

Multinomial processing trees (MPTs: Batchelder & Riefer, 1999) are one prominent class of methods to separate attitudes into their component evaluations. MPTs have been applied to a wide variety of implicit measures (for reviews, see Erdfelder et al., 2009, and Hütter & Klauer, 2016) with the Quad model (Conrey, Sherman, Gawronski, Hugenberg, & Groom, 2005) and the ReAL model (Meissner & Rothermund, 2013) previously being applied to IAT data. MPTs can provide relatively more absolute estimates of evaluations of each of the attitude objects, typically included in relative implicit measures (i.e., MPTs reflect evaluations of one attitude object, with the contrasting category acting as a reference point). Consequently, the contrasting category is believed to impact the absolute score. Comparable to standard reaction time or error rate calculations, future research should test the impact of the contrasting category when using MPTs.

Quad modeling has shown that the effects identified by relative IAT scores mainly reflect differences in control-oriented processes (i.e., an individual's ability to overcome a bias) rather than being solely due to attitude evaluations (e.g., Gonsalkorale, Sherman, & Klauer, 2009, 2014). A limitation of using the Quad model to estimate absolute evaluations is that it is typically configured to estimate the extent to which one attitude object is associated with positive attributes and, separately, the extent to which the other attitude object is associated with negative attributes. Other configurations are possible, such as modifying the Quad model to measure four distinct evaluations (e.g., White-Good; White-Bad; Black-Good; Black-Bad). However, to date, no published research has tested alternative Quad model configurations.

Nevertheless, the ReAL model is configured to estimate the extent to which each attitude object is associated with either positive, negative, or neutral attributes. The ReAL model achieves this enhanced resolution of attitude object evaluations by using a short response time window in the IAT, similar to the GNAT, to ensure more errors are made. Unfortunately, the ReAL model cannot be applied to all the data that has been collected via Project Implicit as their IATs do not use any enforced response window.

Meissner and Rothermund (2013) provide an excellent illustration of the utility of absolute versus relative implicit attitude measurement. Initially, participants completed an IAT measuring their evaluations towards fruit versus chocolate. Then, in a seemingly unrelated task, they were offered either fruit or chocolate to snack on while watching a short movie. Relative IAT scores were unrelated to the amount of either food consumed by participants, but the ReAL model’s absolute estimates towards chocolate predicted the amount of chocolate each participant ate. Given ongoing discussions about the predictive utility of the IAT (Kurdi
et al., 2019; Oswald, Mitchell, Blanton, Jaccard, & Tetlock, 2013; Schimmack, 2019), Meissner and Rothermund’s (2013) findings suggest that responses on implicit measures may indeed be related to behavior, but that the relative scores obscure these relationships.

Of note, Quad modeling and the ReAL model solely rely on error rates when calculating their estimates. Due to restrictive variance and ceiling effects, accuracy-based calculations are often less reliable (e.g., Draheim, Mashburn, Martin, & Engle, 2019; cf. Gladwin et al., 2015). Recently, MPT models have been expanded to incorporate reaction time data (see Heck & Erdfelder, 2016; Klauer & Kellen, 2018) and therefore may offer exciting new avenues for absolute implicit measurement. Future research would benefit from testing when, why, and for whom the Quad or ReAL model parameters converge or diverge with other absolute implicit attitude estimates such as the DD-scores.

**REMOVING EXTRANEOUS INFLUENCES IN IMPLICIT MEASURES**

Systematic response biases or other extraneous influences such as the category labels or the target stimuli used can impact relative implicit scores (e.g., Bluemke & Friese, 2006; Klauer & Mierke, 2005; Klauer et al., 2010; Meissner & Rothermund, 2015a; Mierke & Klauer, 2003). These influences are expected to have an even more significant impact on absolute implicit scores (e.g., positive framing bias in the IRAP; see O’Shea et al.). Consequently, greater efforts will need to be introduced to reduce these systematic biases or extraneous influences for absolute implicit assessment.

We will use a new implicit measure called the Simple Implicit Procedure (SIP: O’Shea et al., 2016; O’Shea, 2017) to give a concrete example of how systematic biases can be more problematic for absolute implicit scores than relative scores. If we measure implicit biases towards insects using the SIP, during one block of trials, participants must correctly use the response rule, “Respond as if insects are positive.” When an insect (word/image) and a negative word appear on the screen, participants must press No,” and when an insect and a positive word appear, they must press “Yes.” In the other block, “Respond as if insects are negative,” the opposite key presses must be used. Across these two blocks of trials, “Yes” versus “No” reaction time differences are calculated, one for the insect positive word associations and another for the insect negative word associations.

Humans are faster at responding with an affirming “Yes” than a negating “No” response option, especially when associating any attitude object with positively valenced words (O’Shea, 2020b; see the density hypothesis by Unkelbach, Fiedler, Bayer, Stegmüller, & Danner, 2008, which can account for this affirming bias). Consequently, the affirming bias results in participants’ absolute implicit biases being positively overestimated in the SIP than would occur if an affirming bias wasn’t present (i.e., participants show a neutral implicit evaluation towards insects, rather than the expected negative bias, which would be predicted based on their explicit reports and findings from other implicit measures; see Meissner & Rothermund, 2013). However, if we also measure implicit biases towards flowers,
similar affirming biases will be present for this attitude object, and when a difference/relative score is created, the affirming bias will get canceled out, and hence the relative SIP (and IRAP) scores will produce accurate relative estimates (O'Shea et al., 2016).

Researchers should endeavor to devise new implicit measures as well as apply design alternatives, transformations, or modeling techniques to existing implicit measures, in order to remove any systematic biases detected. To clarify, a method to remove the systematic affirming bias occurring in the absolute measurement of the SIP would be to measure an individual’s bias towards neutral made-up words (i.e., non-words) in place of flowers and insects, while using the same positive and negative attribute words that will appear in their subsequent flower-insect SIP. Similar to the neutral stimuli used in evaluative priming, these non-words may not be a universally neutral stimulus. Nevertheless, positive biases towards these non-words would be expected due to the affirming bias. Importantly, we can then use each individual’s response biases towards the non-words to transform the scores on the flower-insect IAT, in order to remove the systematic affirming biases. Therefore, this transformation should result in more accurate estimates of individuals’ absolute biases towards flowers and insects. Similar transformations could also be carried out if any systematic biases are detected with other implicit measures, especially absolute implicit measures, such as the GNAT (Nosek & Banaji, 2001) and the Single Category/Target - IAT (Bluemke & Friese, 2008; Karpinski & Steinman, 2006).

GROUP VERSUS INDIVIDUAL ESTIMATES OF ABSOLUTE IMPLICIT BIASES

If one finds that the contrasting category or other extraneous influences significantly impact the absolute IAT scores, then we will have less confidence in the accurate interpretation of these scores (e.g., zero = neutral, above zero = more positive, below zero = more negative). However, great value can still be ascertained from decomposing the IAT scores or using models to determine absolute biases, especially when observing between-group differences. Firstly, the absolute scores will give researchers an enhanced understanding of the between-group mechanism, resulting in similar or different relative IAT scores. These observations are possible because the relative scores are essentially a composition of the two separate absolute scores, and any influences (i.e., contrasting category) should impact all groups equally.

Secondly, strong evidence has accumulated to highlight that the IAT is particularly suited to measuring context effects or situational-level variance, rather than individual-level variance (Payne, Vuletich, & Lundberg, 2017; Vuletich & Payne, 2019). The strongest implicit and explicit correlations were observed when using larger areas/regions of analysis (e.g., U.S. states) compared to smaller levels of analysis (e.g., U.S. counties), with individual-level analysis performing the worst (Hehman, Calanchini, Flake, & Leitner, 2019). These findings are to be expected as reaction time difference scores were the unit of analysis (Draheim et al., 2019). To clarify, in the IAT, the within-subject variance is large between the congruent and
incongruent blocks, while the overall individual-subject effect generally shows a much lower variance. As a result, the IAT has a stronger ability to distinguish between groups (intergroup) or regional differences, while paradoxically it has a weaker ability to distinguish between individual-level (intragroup) differences (e.g., Hedge, Powell, & Sumner, 2018).

Using the IAT to predict individual-level variance has produced modest effects (Kurdi et al., 2019; Oswald et al., 2013; Schimmack, 2019), yet researchers have shown the IAT to be apt at predicting group (e.g., Glenn et al., 2017) and regional-level variance (Hehman, Flake, & Calanchini, 2018; Nosek et al., 2009; O’Shea, Watson, Brown, & Fincher, 2020). All these prior studies have used only the relative IAT scores, but using absolute metrics will illuminate the biases behind certain observations, such as why some U.S. states have lower implicit racial prejudice (i.e., reduced preference for Whites, increased preference for Blacks, or both of these changes) or why suicide attempters differ from non-attempters on the Death IAT (i.e., a stronger “Me = Death,” weaker “Me = Life,” or both of these biases; see O’Shea et al., 2020).

Thirdly, just as individual respondents have expressed less explicit prejudice over time (see https://gssdataexplorer.norc.org/trends), implicit biases in the U.S. from 2004 to 2016 have become more egalitarian on the Race, Skin-Tone, and Sexuality IAT (Charlesworth & Banaji, 2019). Comparable to regional-level differences, it would be highly beneficial for researchers to know precisely, using the absolute IAT estimates, why implicit biases in these domains are changing over time. Additionally, it is possible that certain groups’ biases (e.g., political moderates) are changing faster than others (e.g., conservatives and liberals), and the absolute scores would enable researchers to determine why. This knowledge would be extremely valuable for understanding and predicting behavior, as well as developing large scale bias-reduction interventions to target specific groups or biases.

CONCLUSION

The study of implicit cognition has immensely benefited from tools such as evaluative priming and the IAT. Although various absolute implicit measures have been developed, generally they show weaker validity and reliability than relative implicit measures (Bar-Anan & Nosek, 2014). These weaker properties are due to various factors, such as human cognition being inherently relative when making evaluations (Goffin & Olson, 2011) and/or systematic response biases, which exert a greater impact on absolute implicit assessment (O’Shea et al., 2016). Research would benefit from detecting and developing methods to remove or mitigate these extraneous biases, in order to facilitate the detection of accurate estimates of absolute implicit biases.

Due to the lack of process purity in implicit measures (Conrey et al., 2005), Gawronski (2019, Lesson 6) recommended that findings from an implicit measure should be replicated using another implicit measure that is based on different underlying processes (e.g., IAT versus SIP). We propose to extend this
recommendation to different analytic/measurement techniques using the same implicit measure. For example, showing that both the Quad model and the IAT DD-scores show similar absolute metrics would be useful. However, if a divergence is detected, perhaps participants overcoming bias abilities could be used to explain the divergence. Due to the clear limitation the IAT has when measuring individual-level differences (Draheim et al., 2019; Hedge et al., 2018; Hehman et al., 2019; Schimmack, 2019), testing which assessment techniques (i.e., relative, absolute, or modeling scores) are better related to behaviors of groups (e.g., suicide attempters versus non-attempters) or biases across regions (U.S. states) is important for future research pursuits.

To sum up, measuring absolute implicit biases will greatly expand the type and complexity of questions academics and industry can answer. Vast quantities of data have been gathered using the IAT through the Project Implicit and Project Implicit Mental Health platforms. Therefore, applying the absolute assessment techniques discussed above to this data can tremendously expand our understanding of implicit processes and how they impact society. Further, detecting the reason for changes in implicit biases across regions and over time will be crucial for large scale policy interventions to ameliorate discrimination and intergroup tensions.
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